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khaki navy black

HAUROKO WINDPROOF FLEECE
The Hauroko Windproof Fleece keeps you warm 
when the temps drop, dry when the rain falls, and 
always always blocks the wind.

Adjustable hood with drawcord

Windproof 3-layer bonded fleece

350gsm, anti-pill

Chest pocket

Oversized main pocket

Long tail with side gussets  
adds warmth without  
compromising movement

Water resistant

 X HAUROKO 
WINDPROOF 
FLEECE

INCLUSIVE
SIZES

LIFETIME
GUARANTEE
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black/greyall black

navy/greyall navy

black/red

navy/red

black/gold

navy/gold

black/white

navy/white

black/kelly

royal/grey

black/aqua

bottle/grey

black/orange

maroon/grey

dark grey

silver marle

 X XT PERFORMANCE 
PULLOVER HOODIE 

XT PERFORMANCE PULLOVER HOODIE
Built for athletic performance and large team 
logos so teams can stamp their mark on the 
field and on the hoodie. 

Contrast hood lining  
and drawcord

Cord management for 
music players

Raglan sleeve with 
contrast stitch detail270gsm, 100% polyester 

performance fabric

Quick drying, breathable 
and sweat-wicking

Very colourfast

Non-shrink

INCLUSIVE
SIZES

LIFETIME
GUARANTEE
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navy/gold navy/red navy/sky navy/white royal/white

 X MATCHPACE 
HOODIE 

black/gold black/red black/royal black/white

MATCHPACE HOODIE
The ultimate team or club hoodie, available in a 
range of colourways. Some hoodies really are 
pace setters. 

280gsm, 65% polyester, 35% cotton

Brushed inside

Pre-shrunk, anti-pill

Twin needle top stitching detail

Bar-tacked pockets

Contrast hood lining, 
drawcord and panels

INCLUSIVE
SIZES

LIFETIME
GUARANTEE
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 X EXPLORER 
HOODIE 

EMBROIDERY BRANDING

MAVERICK HOODIE

360gsm, 80% cotton,  
20% recycled polyester*

Brushed inside

Pre-shrunk, anti-pill

Bar-tacked pocket

Side seam construction  
for superior fit

For those who fly in their own direction. 
Those brave enough to stand apart from 
the crowd. Perfect for those wanting 
their own street label.

EXPLORER HOODIE
The heaviest and thickest hoodie we’ve ever made. 
It’s a superheavyweight that’s loaded with super 
warmth and super amounts of Cloke comfort.

450gsm, 100% cotton face 
70% cotton, 30% recycled polyester*

Brushed inside

Pre-shrunk, anti-pill

Bar-tacked pockets

Extended cuff and waist ribbing

Lined hood,  
metal tipped drawcord

Smooth print surface 

Lined hood,  
metal tipped drawcord

Tape in shoulder seams

Side seam construction  
for superior fit

CONTRAST HOOD &
DRAWCORD OPTION

COTTON &
RECYCLED POLY*

INCLUSIVE
SIZES

LIFETIME
GUARANTEE

CONTRAST HOOD &
DRAWCORD OPTION

COTTON &
RECYCLED POLY*

INCLUSIVE
SIZES

LIFETIME
GUARANTEE

black

black dark grey

navy

navy grey marle

*Transitioning − some of our range may 
still include non-recycled polyester.
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 X ORIGIN HOODIE 

Lined hood

300gsm, 80% cotton,  
20% recycled polyester* 

Bar-tacked pouch pocket

Reinforcing tape in 
shoulder seams

Twin needle top 
stitching detail

Anti-pill, pre-shrunk

Soft brushed inside

Metal tip drawcord & eyelets

ORIGIN HOODIE 

COLOURME HOODIE

Drawcord colours: fuschia, black, neon green, 
neon orange, neon yellow, pale sky, dark grey, 
grey marle, bottle, kelly, navy, deep royal, aqua, 
purple, maroon, red, orange, gold, and white.

CONTRAST HOOD &
DRAWCORD OPTION

COTTON &
RECYCLED POLY*

INCLUSIVE
SIZES

LIFETIME
GUARANTEEColours and comfort meet style, 

sizes & sustainability.  What you 
get when it all comes together – 
arguably NZ’s most popular hoodie.

Oodles of options. The ColourMe starts life as an Origin Hoodie � 
we then change the cord to create unique combinations.

ColourMe Hoodie code: DCH/ DCHK 

pale sky

sageblack

aqua tan whitegold

bottle navydark grey light grey

ivory

kellykhaki

lavendar maroonpurple redrust

bluestonegrey marle bright royaldeep royal

pale pink

*Transitioning − some of our range may still include non-recycled polyester.
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 X ORIGIN 2 HOODIE -  
WOMENS 

pale sky

black

whiteivory

navy dark greykellyred

grey marle pale pink

ORIGIN 2 HOODIE - WOMENS
For the first time in a generation, we’ve updated 
the womens Origin hoodie.  This is ground zero 
for that famed Cloke Comfort.  And it’s now 
better than ever. 

300gsm 80% cotton,  
20% recycled polyester

Soft brushed inside

Lined hood, metal tipped drawcord

Anti-pill, pre-shrunk 

Twin needle top  
stitching detail

Pouch pocket

CONTRAST HOOD &
DRAWCORD OPTION

COTTON &
RECYCLED POLY

INCLUSIVE
SIZES

LIFETIME
GUARANTEE

Tape in shoulder 
seams  for ‘anti-sag’
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dark grey grey marle navy black

 X CAMPFIRE ZIP 
HOODIES V2 

Lined hood, metal tipped drawcord

Tape in shoulder seams

Pouch pocket

300gsm 80% cotton,  
20% recycled 
polyester

Soft brushed inside

Anti-pill, pre-shrunk 

Twin needle top 
stitching detail

Made for nights that never end, the 
company of old friends, new friends, 
roasted marshmallows and a few 
good yarns.

CAMPFIRE ZIP 
HOODIE V2 CONTRAST HOOD &

DRAWCORD OPTION
COTTON &

RECYCLED POLY
INCLUSIVE

SIZES
LIFETIME

GUARANTEE
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 X POCKETLESS 
HOODIE 

SLEEVELESS 
PULLOVER HOODIE
A sports hoodie. Looks great layered or 
with bare arms. You deserve to show off 
the hard work.

POCKETLESS HOODIE
No pocket and no limits for big designs 
and logos. This hoodie is the perfect 
Cloke canvas.

300gsm, 80% cotton,  
20% recycled polyester*

Soft brushed inside

Anti-pill, pre-shrunk 

Twin needle top  
stitching detail

Lined hood with drawcord

Twin needle top stitching detail

Lined hood, metal 
tipped drawcord

Tape in shoulder seams

300gsm, 80% cotton,  
20% recycled polyester*

Soft brushed inside

Anti-pill, pre-shrunk 

Pouch pocket

COTTON &
RECYCLED POLY*

INCLUSIVE
SIZES

LIFETIME
GUARANTEE

CONTRAST HOOD &
DRAWCORD OPTION

COTTON &
RECYCLED POLY*

INCLUSIVE
SIZES

LIFETIME
GUARANTEE

CONTRAST HOOD &
DRAWCORD OPTION

black

black

navy

grey marle

*Transitioning − some of our range may still include non-recycled polyester.
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 X EDGE  
HOODIE 

The Edge hoodie is a great introduction 
to the famous Cloke comfort. It’s that 
hoodie you’ll want more than one of.

EDGE HOODIE

280gsm, 80% cotton, 
20% polyester  
(charcoal 60/40) 

Anti-pill, pre-shrunk

Side seam construction 
for zero twisting

Pouch pocket

Unlined hood suitable  
for hood prints

Tape in shoulder seams

Flat drawcord with  
folded/sewn ends

Twin needle top  
stitch detail

INCLUSIVE
SIZES

LIFETIME
GUARANTEE

CONTRAST HOOD &
DRAWCORD OPTION

black navy orange grey marle deep royal charcoal (adult only)

Get the colour you want. Choose an Edge hoodie for 
starters, then add the hood lining and drawcord colour for 
a personalised look. Visit the Got Colour hoodie on our 
website to find out more.

Code: CHD/ CHDK

GOT COLOUR HOODIE

Hood lining colours: fuchsia, royal, black, 
sky, yellow, dark grey, grey marle, bottle, 
kelly, navy, aqua, purple, maroon, red, 
pale pink, orange, gold and white.
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 X HOODED 
LETTERMAN 

SCREENPRINTING

Tape in shoulder seams

Twin needle top stitch detail

Metal domes

Front welt pockets

Unlined hood suitable 
for hood prints

Tape in shoulder seams

Flat drawcord with 
folded/sewn ends

300gsm 80% cotton,  
20% polyester*

Soft brushed inside

Pre-shrunk, anti-pill

An American retro classic. This is a 
jacket everyone needs to own at least 
once in their lifetime.

HOODED LETTERMAN
INCLUSIVE

SIZES
LIFETIME

GUARANTEE

INCLUSIVE
SIZES

LIFETIME
GUARANTEEA hoodie made for destinations unknown. 

Throw on and bring back the style of the 
old school. 

WANDERLUST HOODIE

280gsm, 60% cotton,  
40% polyester

Anti-pill, pre-shrunk

Twin needle top 
stitch detail

Pouch pocket

charcoal/black

charcoal/maroon

black

COTTON &
RECYCLED POLY*

*Transitioning − some of our range may still include non-recycled polyester.
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bluestone

black

bright royal

navy

maroon

charcoal marle

red

grey marle

ivory white

bottle pale sky

 X STANDARD 
CREW NECK 
SWEAT

Reinforced  
shoulder seams

Twin-needle 
topstitch detail

300gsm 80% cotton,  
20% recycled polyester*

Soft brushed inside

Anti-pill, pre-shrunk

The icon is still here. Classic styling 
for a timeless look with a relaxed fit.

STANDARD CREW 
NECK SWEATS COTTON &

RECYCLED POLY*
INCLUSIVE

SIZES
LIFETIME

GUARANTEE

*Transitioning − some of our range may still include non-recycled polyester.
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 X STRIPED 
RUGBY JERSEY 

navy black

Traditional loop placket

Traditional loop placket

330gsm rugby jersey fabric

60% cotton, 40% polyester

Anti-pill, pre-shrunk

Ribbed cuffs

Side splits

Longer back hem

These genuine rugby jerseys pay homage 
to an era when everything was expected 
to be tough and last. Which is exactly what 
these will do.  

Available ex-stock with long-sleeves, with 
short-sleeve available to special order. 

CLASSIC RUGBY JERSEY

Embodying the spirit of traditional rugby.   
Be prepared for battle in the striped 
colours of your favourite team, club or 
province. 

Available ex-stock with long-sleeves, 
with short-sleeve available to special 
order.

STRIPED RUGBY JERSEY

330gsm rugby jersey fabric

60% cotton, 40% polyester

Anti-pill, pre-shrunk

Ribbed cuffs

Side splits

Longer back hem

INCLUSIVE
SIZES

LIFETIME
GUARANTEE

INCLUSIVE
SIZES

LIFETIME
GUARANTEE

black/kellyblack/charcoal navy/goldnavy/whitenavy/red
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 X LOAFER LONG-
SLEEVED TEE

black navy grey marle white

Heavyweight 220gsm,  
100% combed ring-spun 
cotton (marle colours also 
contain polyester or viscose)

Pre shrunk, anti-pill

Tight knit for  
superior printability

Side seams  
for better fit

Great for those days when the most you have planned is to 
move from the sofa to the fridge, then back again.

LOAFER LONG-SLEEVED TEE

Tear-away neck label 

Shoulder to shoulder 
reinforcing tape 

Twin-needle stitching

INCLUSIVE
SIZES

LIFETIME
GUARANTEE
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 X OUTLINE TEE

Wearing this is like wearing the 
warm embrace of a relaxing 
Sunday afternoon.

OUTLINE TEE

100% combed 185gsm ring-
spun cotton. (marle colours also 
contain polyester or viscose) 

Pre-shrunk, anti-pill

Tight knit for superior printability

Tear-away neck label 

Shoulder to shoulder 
reinforcing tape

Twin-needle stitching

Side seams for better fit

INCLUSIVE
SIZES

LIFETIME
GUARANTEE

denim marle bluestone deep blue

maroonlavendarpale skyaqua purple rust pale pink orange tan ivoryred white

khakigrey marle sagedark grey navykellyblack marleblack
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A t-shirt so full of Cloke comfort they often 
get ‘borrowed’ by significant others.

EDIT TEE
LIFETIME

GUARANTEE

220gsm heavyweight,  
100% combed ring-spun cotton 
(marle colours also contain 
polyester or viscose)

Pre-shrunk, anti-pill

Tight knit for superior printability

Side seams for better fit

Tear-away neck label 

Shoulder to shoulder 
reinforcing tape

Twin-needle stitching

black navyblack marle bottle white grey marle

navy

grey marle

navy grey marle

300gsm, 80% cotton, 20% recycled polyester*

Pre-shrunk, anti-pill

Brushed back fabric for comfort

Side pockets

Back pocket on adult sizes

Matching drawcord with metal tips

Who knew fashion could be so cuddly. Because 
you’re a warrior. A very comfortable and good 
looking warrior.

LOUNGE WARRIOR PANTS

Because sometimes you need to have the 
pins free, fighting for the sun and the right 
to lounge in the open.

LOUNGE FIGHTER SHORTS

300gsm, 80% cotton,  
20% recycled polyester*

Pre-shrunk, anti-pill

Brushed back fabric for comfort

Side pockets

Back pocket

Matching drawcord 
with metal tips

black

black

LIFETIME
GUARANTEE

COTTON &
RECYCLED POLY*

LIFETIME
GUARANTEE

COTTON &
RECYCLED POLY*

*Transitioning − some of our range may still include non-recycled polyester.
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